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In the detention center, mousse stares at the woman coldly.

The woman was silent for a long time and finally spoke.

"I really don't know that man. He came to me. He said, as long as I can get conmobei
to drink a glass of red wine, he will give me 50000 yuan. I think the job is so easy, and
as for men, which man can resist women, I will agree, and the result As a result, I
almost lost my life. Wuwuwuwu... "

"Red wine? Where's the wine? " Moussili asked sensitively when he heard the key
point.

"Mr. Kang pushed me out and The wine is scattered outside. By the way, the bottle is
still in his guest room. " The woman stares big eyes, full face simple reply way.

Without asking any more questions, mousse left the meeting room.

"Mr. policeman, this woman is suspected of murdering my friend. I'll bring the
evidence with me in a moment." Before leaving the police station, mousse said in a
cold voice to the police.

"Ah? Oh The police were stunned when they heard about the important incident.

Kangmobei is lying on the bed in a daze. He hasn't had a concussion before. Why is
his reaction so strong this time

It's not sleeping, it's not waking, it's dizzy.

"Where is musili?" Outside the door, there are two security guards. They should have
been found by Mousi. In the ward, there are two nurses who have been waiting for him
at any time, just like a nanny.

"Mr. Mu is out. He said he would come back in a moment and ask us to guard you."
One of the nurses heard conmobeir talking to herself and answered.

"Oh, yes, thank you." Commodore said politely.
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Moussili came to the hospital with breakfast.

Last night, he was so busy that he took the bottle of red wine to the police for testing.
After that, he also picked up the red wine stains scattered on the ground at the door of
the guest room in the north of Como.

After all this, I sorted out my mind again. Qin ruoqing called and talked with her very
late. Finally, I didn't say that they had an accident again.

In case she worries.

After a long night's sleep, mousse got up in a hurry, bought breakfast and came to the
ward.

"What happened to that woman?" Kangmobei saw Mu Sili and asked casually.

"What do you care about her?" mousse said coldly. "That woman, she took Shen
Shimo's money and planned to poison you with poison wine."

Thanks for saving her! Mu Sili scolded in his heart.

When Kang Mo heard the sound, he was unexpectedly calm, but he didn't know what
to say.

"Better?" Seeing that he didn't speak, musili realized that he seemed a little excited, so
he calmed down and asked.

Conmobei nodded: "tonight is a charity party. I have to go to it. Lolo wants that
certificate as a birthday present. After the party, we'll go back to a city."

"Well." Musili silently put out the breakfast.

"By the way, I guess that woman doesn't know that the wine is poisonous. Let her go,
and let her be a witness if necessary in the future." After that, conmobei quietly began
to eat breakfast.

Moustache wriggled his lips two times, and finally said nothing more.

Lolo looks very excited. He knows daddy is back today.

I have seen the certificate of public welfare donation collected by my classmates
before. The certificate is framed like a cup, revealing a sense of solemnity and
ceremony inexplicably.



This feeling is the main reason why Lolo also wants to donate certificates.

Bai nianxi and Kang Xinyue are busy together in the kitchen, cooking dinner together
to welcome Kang Mobei back.

After getting off the plane, conmobei had to squat on the ground from time to time,
because he was dizzy.

Seeing him like this, mousse always wanted to open his mouth and ask him to find a
reason to postpone going home.

But he also knew that conmber would not accept his offer, because he didn't want Bai
nianxi to worry. He promised to come back tonight. If he didn't arrive, Bai nianxi
would be worried.

Not to mention him, when he got off the plane and turned on his mobile phone, he
received dozens of missed calls, all from Qin ruoqing.

Thinking about it, Musi Li calls Qin ruoqing.

"Hello, did you get off the plane? Shall I pick you up? " As soon as the phone is
connected, Qin ruoqing at the other end of the phone drops everything in her hand and
asks intently and excitedly.

Musi Li chuckled and was missed. It was such a sweet feeling.

"Well, you come to pick me up and bring Qi Tiancai. I'm in a hurry." mousse turned to
look at kangmobei squatting on the roadside. It seemed that he was very dizzy. "Mobei
had a little accident, eh Always dizzy, you ask Qi Tiancai to bring some medicine for
dizziness. "

"Ah? What's the matter? " Qin ruoqing suddenly became nervous.

Sure enough, a wrong sentence will cause worry. Musi Li said in a hurry: "nothing's
wrong. Kangmobei accidentally knocked his head today. He was dizzy all the time.
The doctor said it was a slight concussion. Just ask Qi Tiancai to bring the medicine.
Keep it secret. Don't let Kang's family know about it.""Oh, I see. I'll be right here.
You'll wait for me in the airport parking lot." Qin ruoqing said and hung up.

Kangmobei is still squatting, squatting can make the whirling feeling ease a little.

Seeing that he still didn't stand up, Mu Sili had to squat next to him: "I asked someone
to bring medicine. If I feel uncomfortable, I'll have a rest. If I'm forced to be seen



through, they will be more worried."

"Well..." After a long period of dizziness, he began to wonder if it was not just
concussion that made him so dizzy Could it be

No! Conmobei shakes his head to dispel this wishful thinking. As a result, he is more
dizzy and almost tilts to one side. Musi Li quickly helps him.

It took more than 40 minutes for Qi Tiancai to drive over with Qin ruoqing.

Qi Tiancai still has a cold, expressionless face. After catching their figures, he
whispers to Qin ruoqing.

"The injection is effective if you are sure that you have a slight concussion instead
of..."

At the end of the speech, Qi Tiancai opens the injection box and injects kangmobei
intramuscularly. He cleans up his things and observes kangmobei's reaction silently.

The injection took effect gradually, the feeling of dizziness actually gradually
dissipated, and the mood was inexplicably excited.

"This injection can cure the symptoms but not the root cause. It has a certain effective
time limit. When you get home and have dinner, you'd better come to my research
room as far as possible. I'll give you a check." Qi Tiancai said that as a doctor, he has
his professional sensitivity. He saw the difference in the back of kangmobei's head.

"OK," said conmobei, standing up slowly from the squatting position. After
confirming that he was really not dizzy, he stretched out and said goodbye to muse.

"I'll take you back. You can't drive like this. It's too dangerous."

Mu Sili asks Qin ruoqing to go back with Qi Tiancai, and he drives Kangmo north to
Kang's home.

Conmber can only compromise.
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